
Climate Change: Challenge and Solutions 
 
 
The atlas of climate change: mapping the world's greatest challenge by Kirstin Dow (QC981.8 
C5 D6) 
Today's headlines and recent events reflect the gravity of climate change. Heat waves, 
droughts, and floods are bringing death to vulnerable populations, destroying livelihoods, and 
driving people from their homes. Rigorous in its science and insightful in its message, this atlas 
examines the causes of climate change and considers its possible impact on subsistence, water 
resources, ecosystems, biodiversity, health, coastal megacities, and cultural treasures. It 
reviews historical contributions to greenhouse gas levels, progress in meeting international 
commitments, and local efforts to meet the challenge of climate change. With more than 50 
full-color maps and graphics, this is an essential resource for policy makers, environmentalists, 
students, and everyone concerned with this pressing subject. 
 
Cities people planet: liveable cities for a sustainable world by Herbert Girardet (HT241 G4) 
This book considers the ecological design of the city and includes ideas and best practice 
examples of ecological architectural and urban design around the world. It gives an optimistic 
view and leaves the reader fascinated at the intricacies of the planet's ecosystems and how 
architecture and urban design can affect it. Examples range from Ladbroke Grove solar city in 
London to Los Angeles, San Francisco, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Copenhagen, Curitiba, Tokyo, Sao 
Paulo, Helsinki, Portland Oregon, New York and New Delhi.   
  
Climate change in the 21st century by Stewart Jay Cohen with Melissa W. Waddell (QC903 C64) 
(The authors) explain and clarify the different ways of approaching the study of climate change 
and the fundamental ideas behind them. From a history of climate change research to current 
attempts to mitigate its impact such as the Kyoto Protocol and carbon trading, they explore key 
ideas from many fields of study, outlining the environmental and human dimensions of global 
warming. The book explores the impact of climate change on different ecosystems as well as 
what the social and economic understanding of this phenomenon can tell us; it also links 
discussions of climate change with the global discourse of sustainable development.  
 
Climate, culture, change: Inuit and Western dialogues with a warming North by Timothy B. 
Leduc (GN476.7 L3) 
Every day brings new headlines about climate change as politicians debate how to respond, 
scientists offer new data, and skeptics critique the validity of the research. To step outside 
these scientific and political debates, Timothy Leduc engages with various Inuit understandings 
of northern climate change. What he learns is that today’s climate changes are not only 
affecting our environments, but also our cultures. By focusing on the changes currently 
occurring in the North, he highlights the challenges being posed to Western climate research, 
Canadian politics and traditional Inuit knowledge. Climate, Culture, Change sheds light on the 
cultural challenges posed by northern warming and proposes an intercultural response that is 
demonstrated by the blending of Inuit and Western perspectives.  



A cultural history of climate by Wolfgang Behringer (GF71 B34) 
Global warming and the future of the climate is one of the greatest challenges of our time, but 
what do we know about climate variations 500 years ago, or 5000 years ago? How can we know 
anything at all about the history of weather? What impact have climate changes had on human 
prosperity and the spirit of invention? In this major new book (the author) introduces us to the 
latest historical research on the development of the earth's climate. He focuses above all on the 
cultural reactions to climate change through the ages, showing how even minor changes in the 
climate sometimes resulted in major social, political and religious upheavals. By examining how 
our predecessors responded to climate changes, Behringer provides us with a fresh basis for 
thinking about how we might address the serious climatic challenges we face today.  
 
Global climate change: a primer by Orrin H. Pilkey (QC903 P44) 
An internationally recognized expert on the geology of barrier islands, Orrin H. Pilkey is one of 
the rare academics who engages in public advocacy about science-related issues. He has 
written dozens of books and articles explaining coastal processes to lay readers, and he is a 
frequent and outspoken interviewee in the mainstream media. Here, the colorful scientist takes 
on climate change deniers in an outstanding and much-needed primer on the science of global 
change and its effects.  
  
Hard choices: climate change in Canada by Harold G. Coward and Andrew J. Weaver (QC981.8 
C5 H26) 
Drought, floods, hurricanes, forest fires, ice storms, blackouts, dwindling fish stocks...what 
Canadian has not experienced one of these or more, or heard about the "greenhouse" effect, 
and not wondered what is happening to our climate? Yet most of us have a poor understanding 
of this extremely important issue, and need better, reliable scientific information. (This book) 
delivers some hard facts to help us make some of those hard choices. This new collection of 
essays by leading Canadian scientists, engineers, social scientists, and humanists offers an 
overview and assessment of climate change and its impacts on Canada from physical, social, 
technological, economic, political, and ethical/religious perspectives.  
 
Hot air: meeting Canada's climate change challenge by Jeffrey Simpson (QC981.8 C5 S4) 
Here's a book for intelligent, concerned Canadians… About why our politicians, our 
industrialists, and even our environmentalists have prevented us from saving the climate - and 
how we can change that.  
 
The hot topic: what we can do about global warming by Gabrielle Walker and Sir David King 
(QC981.8 G5 W2)  
A persuasive and practical guide that offers solutions to - and hope in the face of - the 
undeniable threat of global warming... Guiding us past a blizzard of information and 
misinformation, (the authors) explain the science of warming, the most cutting-edge 
technological solutions from small to large, and the national and international politics that will 
affect our efforts.  

 
 



A perfect moral storm: the ethical tragedy of climate change by Stephen Mark Gardiner (GE42 
G26) 
Climate change is arguably the great problem confronting humanity, but we have done little to 
head off this looming catastrophe. In (this book), philosopher Stephen Gardiner illuminates our 
dangerous inaction by placing the environmental crisis in an entirely new light, considering it as 
an ethical failure… First, the world's most affluent nations are tempted to pass on the cost of 
climate change to the poorer and weaker citizens of the world. Second, the present generation 
is tempted to pass the problem on to future generations. Third, our poor grasp of science, 
international justice, and the human relationship to nature helps to facilitate inaction. As a 
result, we are engaging in willful self-deception when the lives of future generations, the 
world's poor, and even the basic fabric of life on the planet is at stake. We should wake up to 
this profound ethical failure, Gardiner concludes, and demand more of our institutions, our 
leaders and ourselves.  
  
Plows, plagues & petroleum: how humans took control of climate by William F. Ruddiman 
(QC981 R83) 
Tackling the belief that humankind's active involvement in climate change really began with the 
industrial revolution, Ruddiman's provocative new book argues that humans have actually been 
changing the climate for some 8,000 years as a result of the earlier discovery of agriculture.  
  
Soil not oil: environmental justice in a time of climate crisis by Vandana Shiva (HD9560.5 S44) 
With (this book, the author) connects the dots between industrial agriculture and climate 
change. Shiva shows that a world beyond dependence on fossil fuels and globalization is both 
possible and necessary. Condemning industrial agriculture as a recipe for ecological and 
economic disaster, Shiva's champion is the small, independent farm: their greater productivity, 
their greater potential for social justice as they put more resources into the hands of the poor, 
and the biodiversity that is inherent to the traditional farming practiced in small-scale 
agriculture… "The solution to climate change," she observes, "and the solution to poverty are 
the same."... Unwavering and truly visionary, Soil Not Oil proposes a solution based on self-
organization, sustainability, and community rather than corporate power and profits  
  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 


